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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The EAMC Archaeology Database was developed between 2001 and 2006 by the ARC Linkage 
project, ‘Exploring the Archaeology of the Modern City, 1788–1900’, conducted by La Trobe 
University and Industry Partners: the Historic Houses Trust of NSW, the Sydney Harbour 
Foreshore Authority, Godden Mackay Logan, the Heritage Office of NSW, the City of Sydney and 
Heritage Victoria.   

It is a customised relational database, created in MS Access, and designed to store, display, search 
and analyse archaeological data.  More than an artefact database, it aims to be an all-inclusive 
database and contains the following features: 

 a detailed catalogue of artefacts  

 a register of stratigraphic context data  

 a register of type series data  

 the capacity to hold multiple images of key artefacts  

 in-built data definitions, and 

 a range of tools to make the task of cataloguing assemblages more efficient. 

It draws together, for the first time, artefact data from Sydney’s major urban excavations: the 
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, the Lilyvale site, the site of First Government House and 
Paddy’s Market. 

The design of the artefact catalogue is based on the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site 
excavations, and has been amended and modified by the EAMC team to include new fields and 
features from other catalogues.  The core structure of the database, integrating artefacts, 
contexts and type series, was developed in 1999 by Penny Crook while undertaking honours 
research in historical archaeology at the University of Sydney. 

The EAMC Archaeology database aims to be transparent, and includes more than just the final 
catalogue determination.  We have introduce new fields to record the reasons why a particular 
sherd was catalogued in the way it was, so that future users can assess the accuracy of our 
records for themselves. 

INTENDED USE 

This database has been distributed with the primary aim of sharing the artefact data recorded 
therein.  However, we have spent several years developing the database to be as user-friendly as 
possible and recognise that some users may wish to input their own data.  Consequently, this 
document includes brief guidelines for entering new data.  
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The EAMC Archaeology Database draws together five catalogues from four major excavation 
sites. While we have undertaken to record some previously unrecorded assemblages and upgrade 
a number of records, the bulk of the data presented in the database is the work of other 
archaeologists.    
 

The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site post-excavation team, 1994–95 

Co-ordinator Godden Mackay Heritage Consultants (now Godden Mackay Logan) 

Ceramics & tobacco pipes Graham Wilson 

Glass & bottle stoppers Martin Carney 

Metal Kate Holmes 

Miscellaneous  Nadia Iacono 

Leather Rebecca Bower 

Animal bone & shell Dominic Steele 

Coins, medals & tokens Wayne Johnson 

Building Materials Kevin Barnes 

Database  Patrick Grant 

See GML 1999: Vols 4i and 4ii and Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003b for details.  

The FGH (1983–1987) cataloguing team 1990– 
Co-ordinator Wendy Thorp 

Cataloguers Leah McKenzie, Mafalda Rossi, Julie Byrnes, Wendy Thorp, Wayne 
Johnson, Brett Noble, Graham Wilson and Dominic Steele.   

Data entry Jocelyn Brown, John Macdonald and Wendy Thorp 

See Thorp & Campbell Conservation 1990 and 1994, and Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003c for 
details.  

The FGH–YRP (1990–91) cataloguing team 1991–93 
Co-ordinator Anne Bickford 

Ceramics Mafalda Rossi 

Glass bottles Martin Carney 

Glass tableware Jean Smith 

Metal & Clay pipes Jennie Lindbergh 

Miscellaneous  Pam Watson 

Aboriginal artefacts Alice Gorman 

Animal bone  Sarah Colley and Lachlan Mairs 

Shell Sarah Colley  

Building Materials Anthony Lowe 
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Conservation Jennifer Dickens 

Data entry Pam Watson 

See Bickford 1993 and Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003c for details. 

The Lilyvale cataloguing team 1989 
Co-ordinator Leah McKenzie and Wendy Thorp 

Ceramics Graham Wilson (tobacco pipes) 

Glass J Byrnes 

Animal bone & shell Dominic Steele 

Building Materials Brett Noble 

Sewing artefacts Jane Lydon 

Clerical/education artefacts Jane Lydon 

Flatware (cutlery) Jane Lydon 

Coins and tokens Wayne Johnson 

Lead bottle seals Mafalda Rossi 

Buttons & beads Mafalda Rossi 

Seeds Mafalda Rossi 

Conservation Ruth Norton & Kate Chidlow, Powerhouse Museum  

See Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003d for details. 

The Paddy’s Market site cataloguing team 1991–93 

Co-ordinator Wendy Thorp and Godden Mackay 

Ceramics Mafalda Rossi, Graham Wilson, Wendy Thorp 

Glass & bottle stoppers Martin Carney 

Building Materials Anthony Lowe and Jenni Lindbergh 

Metal Rachel Sparks 

Other activity categories Wendy Thorp, Margaret O’Hea 

Leather Graham Wilson 

Animal bone & shell Dominic Steele 

Soil samples Roy Lawrie 

Entological advice John McDonald 

Palynological Mike McPhail 

Conservation Sue Frost from Campbell Conservation and Mr Coenrad Haartman 

See GML & Thorp 1993 and Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003a for details. 
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We also wish to acknowledge the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, the Historic Houses 
Trust of NSW and Godden Mackay Logan for providing access to the database files.  Patrick 
Grant and Brian Robson provided their technical expertise to recover old database files from 
corrupted disks. 

We are grateful to Wendy Thorp for providing us with available site records and records, and 
also to Jane Lydon, Graham Wilson and Leah McKenzie for their assistance with tracking down 
(and handing over, where available) stray site records.  

COPYRIGHT 

This database is copyright to the Industry Partners of the Exploring the Archaeology of the 
Modern City Project.  Unauthorised copying or use of its contents or design is prohibited. 
Potential users should contact Professor Tim Murray, Head, Historical & European Studies, La 
Trobe University, Bundoora VIC 3086, Australia (T.Murray@latrobe.edu.au) for information 
about how to obtain permission. 

DISCLAIMER 

While we have made all possible efforts to ensure the accuracy of the data contained in this 
database, we cannot guarantee it. Users are strongly advised to carefully check the accuracy of 
any data drawn from this database. 

This database is designed for search purposes only and users store data in it at their own risk. We 
do not warrant the quality and efficiency of the database design with regard to data entry. 

Users are also advised that they use this database at their own risk. 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

You must have Microsoft Access 2000 or 2003 operating on your system, and 270 MB of available 
disk space, to run the EAMC Archaeology Database.  It is recommended that you have more than 
128 MB RAM. 

You will require 1.3 GB of available disk space to load the images on your hard drive. 

INSTALLING THE DATABASE  

The database is designed to run from a folder named ‘eamc‘ on the c:\ drive.  If placed in any 
other folder, most data will not be displayed.  Advanced users of Microsoft Access may wish to 
use the inbuilt feature Linked Table Manager to re-establish links if the database file must be 
placed on a directory other than c:\eamc.   
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D A T A  C O N T E N T  

The EAMC Archaeology Database contains artefact data from four of Sydney’s major 
archaeological sites: the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, the Lilyvale site, the site of First 
Government House and Paddy’s Market, including: 

 a catalogue of artefacts from each site 

 a register of key stratigraphic context data from each site 

 images of key artefacts from the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site; and  

 a complete register of the type series from Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site. 

The table below shows which records are available for each site. 

 

 Artefacts Context data Type Series Images 

CUGL 1994 
375,654 sherds  
71,500 records 

Yes: listings for all 
contexts (2719) 

Yes: listings for all Type 
Series (5043) 

4,616 (incl. all Glass 
& Ceramic Types) 

Lilyvale 1989 
78,754 sherds  
22,095 records 

Select contexts: artefact 
rich deposits only (502) 

No independent list, 510 
Types deduced from 
catalogue 

None 

Paddy’s Market 
1993 

104 323 sherds  
34,204 records 

Select contexts: artefact 
rich deposits only (560) 

No independent list, 21 
Types deduced from 
catalogue 

None 

FGH 1983–87 
91,208, sherds  
12,860 records 

Yes: listings for all 
contexts (2006) 

No independent list, 663 
Types deduced from 
catalogue 

4961 

FGH-YRP  
1990–91 

47,987 sherds 
9,179 records 

Select contexts: artefact 
rich deposits only (931) 

No independent list, 177 
Types deduced from 
catalogue 

124 

 

 

                                                      

1  Many of these were taken during cataloguing work unrelated to the EAMC project. 
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G E T T I N G  A R O U N D  T H E  D A T A B A S E  

THE MAIN SWITCHBOARD 

When you open the database, you will be taken to the Main Switchboard: 

 

From here you can access the main components of the database: 

Artefacts The main artefact catalogue screen  (Go to p. 11) 

Search artefacts Search page to find artefacts (Go to p. 22) 

Contexts The main stratigraphic context page (Go to p. 50) 

Images The main page for images of artefacts (Go to p. 54) 

Select site Click here to select a new site as the current site (Go to p. 11) 

Type Series The main page for the Type Series register (Go to p. 64) 

Add new artefacts Tool to add a batch of new artefacts to the catalogue (Go to p. 36) 

Print-outs Click here to access the main print-outs (Go to p. 67) 

 

To select an item: roll your mouse over the item you want, and click once. 
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At any time you can return to Main Switchboard by clicking the  button on the top right hand 
corner of the Main Access toolbar. 

MOVING BETWEEN SCREENS 

In addition to the links on the Main Switchboard, most screens can be accessed from another 
screen containing related material using the following methods: 

 In most cases, you can double-click the field you are completing to see a list of choices for 
that field.   

 In some cases, you can access other screens by clicking the blank grey buttons: .  These 
open the screen, and filter for the related record.  

Once you are in the new screen, if you wish to view all records, click  on the Main Access 
toolbar to remove the filter. 

You can close any Screen at any time by clicking the  button on the top right hand corner of 
the Main Access toolbar. 

BUTTONS 

To identify the function of a button on any screen, hover the mouse over it, and a brief message 
will appear. 

GETTING HELP 

To access this Guide to the database from any part of the database, click the  button on the 
top right hand corner of the Main Access toolbar. 

LINKING TO THE PEOPLE+PLACE DATABASE 

You can examine occupancy or building data in the People+Place database by clicking on the   
button on the top right hand corner of the Main Access toolbar. 
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S E L E C T I N G  A  S I T E  

The database is designed to look at either one site, or all sites at once.   

You can select the current site from the Main Switchboard: 

 

Select the Site from the drop-down list and click  to go straight to the Artefacts Screen. 

To add a new site, click on the text at the bottom of the screen, and a List of Sites will open: 
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If the new site does not appear in the drop-down list when you return to the Select a Site box, 
press F9 to refresh the list or close the dialogue box and reopen.  

Click  to save your changes and close the screen.  Click  to return to the Main Switchboard 
without saving changes.  

Tip 

 To look at all sites, clear the ‘Site’ box.   
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A R T E F A C T S  

To access the main artefacts catalogue screen, select ‘Artefacts’ from the Main Switchboard: 

 

 
The Artefacts Screen can take about half a minute to load when first opened, but once loaded, 
moves quickly from record to record.  
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FIELD DEFINITIONS 

Below we present definitions for all fields on the Artefacts Screen, as they appear in the main 
Artefacts table.  Please note that definitions refer to the EAMC system of cataloguing.  While 
there is considerable overlap with other cataloguing systems (especially that of the Cumberland 
and Gloucester Streets site), the EAMC has refined several definitions and we stress that for 
some sites, many records in the database may not meet the new criteria precisely.   

For example, the Form field which stores only the profile in the EAMC system, contains 
descriptors of both the profile and section of a vessel in the original Cumberland and Gloucester 
Streets site catalogue.  Also while we consider that the measurement fields should only record 
the known or estimated size of the original vessel, measurements for some classes of artefacts 
from some cataloguing systems record the size of the sherds.  (See Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 
2003a–d for a discussion of the compatibility between the EAMC Archaeology database and the 
original catalogues.) 

Unless otherwise specified, all fields in the table below were derived from the Cumberland and 
Gloucester Streets site catalogue. 

Name Type Size Description 

IDNumber Double 8 Unique identification number allocated to each artefact. For all 
artefacts catalogued prior to 2001 this is the ‘original’ number which 
appears on the bag. 

Catalogue Number Text 50 The IDNumber preceded by an abbreviated Site code. This allows 
multiple catalogues each numbered 1 to ~ to be combined in the 
same database. All labels printed from 2001 onwards show the 
Catalogue Number rather than IDNumber. (Added by the EAMC.) 

Site Text 20 The excavation site code, often including the year of excavation, e.g. 
CUGL1994. 

Unit Text 50 The stratigraphic unit from which the artefact was excavated, e.g. 
B101.  

UnitArea Text 50 A sub-strata of a unit, i.e. a grid square within a Unit (e.g. B101/B1).  

UnitandArea Text 100 The full stratigraphic unit reference for the deposit from which the 
artefact was recovered. 

PhaseA Double 8 The first Site Phase to which the Unit may be dated. (From the 
original CUGL catalogue; superseded by the Context table in the 
EAMC database but retained for future use.) 

PhaseB Double 8 The last Site Phase to which the stratigraphic unit may be dated. 
(From the original CUGL catalogue; superseded by the Context 
table in the EAMC database but retained for future use.) 

Activity Text 100 The pre-defined, broad functional Activity group to which the 
artefact was likely to belong. Activity is the first of three tiers of 
fields that describe the likely function of the artefact (or the vessel 
or object from which it came). 

ActivityQ Yes/No 1 A checkbox to be ticked when the allocated Activity group is 
considered tentative or speculative. (Added by the EAMC.) 

Function Text 100 The pre-defined Function group to which the artefact was likely to 
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Name Type Size Description 
belong. Function is the second of three tiers of fields that describe 
the likely function of the artefact (or the vessel or object from which 
it came). 

FunctionQ Yes/No 1 A checkbox to be ticked when the allocated Function group is 
considered tentative or speculative. (Added by the EAMC.) 

Subfunction Text 100 The most specific, pre-defined functional group to which the artefact 
was likely to belong. Subfunction is the third of three tiers of fields 
that describe the likely function of the artefact (or the vessel or 
object from which it came). 

SubfunctionQ Yes/No 1 A checkbox to be ticked when the allocated Subfunction group is 
considered tentative or speculative. (Added by the EAMC.) 

Arteclass Text 20 Broad Artefact Class for each artefact (e.g. Glass, Ceramic, Building 
Material). 

Material Text 50 Specific Material class for each artefact (e.g. Fine Earthenware, 
Porcelain). 

MaterialQ Yes/No 1 A checkbox to be ticked when the allocated Material group is 
considered tentative or speculative. (Added by the EAMC.) 

CeramicBody Text 255 The specific fabric of a ceramic vessel (e.g. ‘Creamware’ if ‘Fine 
Earthenware’ appears in the Material field). (From the original LV 
and FGH-YRP catalogues. In the CUGL system the Ceramic Body is 
described via the Type Series.) 

Integrity Text 20 Describes the Integrity or completeness of sherds within one bag by 
recording the relationship of elements within that bag. 

Percentage Text 20 Estimated percentage of the total vessel or piece that the elements 
in the bag represent. 

Quantity Double 8 The number of sherds or individual elements in the bag, regardless 
of whether they conjoin to form a whole piece. 

Form Text 50 Description of the profile of the original vessel or part thereof (e.g. 
base or rim), as determined from the surviving sherd (e.g. ‘everted 
rim’, ‘London-profile’ for a tea cup). 

Shape Text 50 Description of the section of vessel, as determined from the sherd 
(e.g. ‘round’ for a teacup, ‘oval’ for a platter etc). 

Portion Text 50 The part of the vessel from which that sherd is derived (e.g. the 
‘stem’ of a pipe, or ‘rim’ of tea cup). 

Decoration Text 50 The method of applying the decoration (e.g. ‘transfer-print’, ‘hand-
painted’ etc). 

Decoration Placement Text 255 The face(s) of the vessel or sherd on which the decoration appears. 
This aids the identification of function, e.g. decoration appears on the 
‘concave’ face of plates and saucers; teacups are ‘double-sided’. 
(Added by the EAMC, Nov 2002.) 

Colour Text 50 The colour(s) of the decoration on the vessel (e.g. ‘red’ transfer-
print, or the body of an undecorated vessel or object (e.g. ‘olive-
green’ glass). 

Pattern Text 50 The name of a known pattern or decorative style (e.g. ‘Lachlander’ 
pipe; ‘Willow’ plate), or general description (e.g. ‘Scenic’; ‘Floral’) if 
the precise pattern name is not known. 

TechniqueManuf Text 50 The technological process by which the artefact was manufactured, 
e.g. ‘hand-thrown’, ‘moulded’, ‘blown’. 
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Name Type Size Description 

Modifictns Text 50 Any medication(s) to the artefact which occured after its 
manufacture, while in use or after discard and deposition, excluding 
breakage, e.g. ‘mended’, ‘inscribed’. 

IDMarks Text 50 Function or purpose of any mark found on an artefact, as described 
in the Transcript field, e.g. ‘Manufacturer’s mark’, ‘Slogan’. 

Transcript Text 255 Direct transcription of any text found on the artefact; gaps or 
speculative text should be enclosed in square parentheses: [ and ]. 

MakerID Long Integer 4 Dedicated field for the name of the Maker, as identified from 
basemarks, unique patterns, etc. This field contains a unique ID 
number for each maker, stored in the ListOfMakers table. (Added by 
the EAMC; Feb 2002) 

DistributorID Long Integer 4 Dedicated field for the name of the Distributor, as identified from 
basemarks, unique patterns, etc. This field contained a unique ID 
number for each distributor, stored in the ListOfMakers table. 
(Added by the EAMC; Feb 2002) 

Lengthinmm Double 8 Actual or estimated length of the vessel from which the sherd 
derives, in mm.  This field does not record the length of sherds in 
their current state. 

Widthinmm Double 8 Actual or estimated width or diameter of the vessel from which the 
sherd derives, in mm.  This field does not record the width of sherds 
in their current state. 

Heightinmm Double 8 Actual or estimated height of the vessel from which the sherd 
derives, in mm.  This field does not record the height of sherds in 
their current state. 

Thickinmm Double 8 Thickness of a specific part of the vessel from which the sherd 
derives, in mm, i.e. base or body thickness. 

Tilestrike Text 50 Whether an impressed band occurs on a hand-made tile.  (For 
CUGL Building Materials only.) 

TSName Text 100 Name of the Type Series to which the artefact has been allocated, 
e.g. ‘TP Earthenware Blue’. 

TSNo Double 8 The Specific Number in the Type group described in the TS Name 
field, to which the artefact has been allocated, ‘TP Earthenware Blue 
12’. 

TSDetails Text 50 Whether the artefact is the first representative Type (‘T’), or a 
‘Repeat’ (‘R’) of that sub-Type. 

DateFrom Long Integer 4 Numeric field recording the artefact’s date of manufacture, or the 
first year of the period in which the artefact may have been 
manufactured. 

DateTo Long Integer 4 Numeric field recording the last year of the period in which the 
artefact may have been manufactured. 

DateNote Text 255 Text field for additional notes regarding the Dates To and From 
fields that cannot be accommodated in those numeric fields. 

Provenance Text 50 The country or town where the artefact was made. 

WeightGrms Double 8 Weight of all sherds in the bag (in grams). 

Condition Text 255 Brief description of the condition of the artefact. (From the original 
LV and FGH-YRP catalogues.) 

Conservation Text 50 Brief description of any treatment applied to the artefact in order to 
conserve it. (From the original LV and FGH-YRP catalogues.) 
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Name Type Size Description 

Notes Text 254 General notes about the artefact. 

References Text 255 Bibliographic references for any piece of information provided in the 
record.  

BoxNumber Text 50 The number of the box in which the artefact is usually stored. 

VesselIDno Long Integer 4 Identification number to represent sherds recovered from different 
contexts (and hence in different bags) that conjoin to form a single 
object. (Added by the EAMC, 2001) 

MNVID Double 8 Identification number to group artefacts that are potentially part of 
the same vessel, for the purposes of Minimum Vessel Counts only. 
(Added by the EAMC, Feb 2003) 

MNVQty Long Integer 4 Minimum number of vessels or objects represented by the MNVID. 
(Added by the EAMC, Feb 2003) 

MNVNotes Text 255 Field to contain notes relating to the grouping of the artefact(s) 
under the chosen MNVID. (Added by the EAMC, Feb 2003) 

MNVtocheck Yes/No 1 Administrative checkbox to indicate that the artefact must be 
inspected to verify the MVC. (100% complete vessels do not require 
physical verification for the purpose of MVC counts.) (Added by the 
EAMC, Feb 2003) 

MNVverified Yes/No 1 Administrative checkbox to indicate that the MNVID and MNVQty 
for this artefact have been verified. (Added by the EAMC, Feb 2003) 

SpecialFindNo Long Integer 4 The Special Find Number allocated to some artefacts during 
excavation. (Added by the EAMC to track the SF numbers in the 
FGH catalogue) 

MatchingSetID Long Integer 4 Unique Identification number to group artefacts that potentially 
formed part of a matching set. (Added by the EAMC, Feb 2003) 

MatchingSetType Text 255 Whether the Matching Set is considered ‘Complementary’ or an 
exact match. (Added by the EAMC, Feb 2003) 

OriginalContext Text 255 Field containing the stratigraphic unit as it was when imported into 
the database. (Added by the EAMC to retain the original spelling of 
‘phantom’ contexts which had been mistyped into their original 
catalogues and were later corrected by the EAMC project.) 

SplitFrom Long Integer 4 For bags split after the initial phase of cataloguing, this field records 
the original Catalogue Number. (Added by the EAMC.) 

LabelPrinted Yes/No 1 Administrative checkbox to indicate whether a label has been 
printed for the artefact. (Added by the EAMC.) 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 The date the database record was created. (Added by the EAMC.) 

EnteredBy Text 255 The log-on name of the person who created the record. (Added by 
the EAMC.) 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 The last date on which any field in this record was modified while 
using the Artefacts Form. (Added by the EAMC.) 

UpdatedBy Text 255 The log-on name of the person who modified the record while using 
the Artefacts Form. (Added by the EAMC.) 

RecordAdmin Memo - Memo field to record any alterations made to the record since the 
initial phases of cataloguing and data entry. (Added by the EAMC.) 

QRNotes Memo - Notes field used by the EAMC team during upgrade to record any 
issues (e.g. missing artefacts, the need to rebag etc) encountered 
during the upgrade that may have caused confusion if entered into 
another field. (Added by the EAMC.) 
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Name Type Size Description 

QRChecked Yes/No 1 Administrative check box used to mark all artefacts checked and 
upgraded by the EAMC project. (Added by the EAMC.) 

QRProblem Text 255 Any Problem with the artefact record identified during the Quality 
Review. (Added by the EAMC.) 

QRAssess Text 255 Overall Assessment of the extent of Problems identified during the 
Quality Review Assessment. (Added by the EAMC.) 

SpeciesName Text 20 The scientific or common name of a species (eg. bird, fish). 

SkeletalElGroup Text 255 The group to which a skeletal element belongs. 

SkeletalEl Text 20 The name of the skeletal element. 

BoneNoComp Double 8 The number of complete bones in the bag. 

BoneNoFrag Double 8 The number of bone fragments in the bag. 

BoPortName Text 10 The name of the portion of a bone e.g. distal. 

BoPortPerc Text 3 The estimated percentage of the portion of a bone. 

BoCondName Text 10 The location of the area of a bone affected by a condition. 

BoCondDesc Text 10 A description of the nature of the condition visible from the surface 
morphology 

BoCondAss Text 10 An assessment of the severity of the condition e.g. moderate. 

BoAttriTyp Text 6 Types of bone attrition caused by chewing, e.g. rodent, human. 

BoAttriTLC Text 10 The location of a bone attrition, e.g. dorsal 

BoAttriTAS Text 10 Assessment of the bone attrition e.g. severe. 

BoAgeInGLC Text 8 Bone Ageing: The location of epiphyseal fusion e.g. cranial 

BOAgeInGST Text 8 Bone Ageing: The state of the fusion e.g. fused.  

BoneRelativeAge Text 255 Relative age of animal, i.e. mature or juvenile. (From the FGH 
catalogue) 

BoneAnimalSide Text 255 Left, right or centre of animal, e.g. the left or right femur. (From the 
FGH catalogue) 

TeethTooth Text 11 Teeth Aging: The specific teeth or tooth e.g. DPM 1. 

TeethCond Text 1 Teeth Condition: Typical wear stages of teeth. 

ButchLocat Text 5 Butchery Location: Location of butchery marks on bones e.g. 7.7 

ButchType Text 10 Butchery Type:  How the butchery occurred e.g. chopped  

ButchOrien Text 10 Butchery Orientation: Orientation of the butchery e.g. axially  

AnimalSize Text 8 Arbitrary size class, e.g. small, medium, large.  

AniMaxSize Double 8 Size of animal in centimetres e.g. 1–2cm.  

Seed Text 15 The scientific or common name of a seed. 

Organic Text 20 The scientific or common name of organic matter. 

ShellScien Text 25 The scientific name of a shell. 

ShellCommn Text 25 The common name of a shell e.g. hairy mussel. 

ShellNoCom Double 8 The number of complete shells in a bag. 

ShellNoFra Double 8 The number of shell fragments in a bag. 

ShellNoLid Double 8 The number of shell lids in a bag. 

ShellNoBas Double 8 The number of shell bases in a bag. 

ShellCond Text 10 The condition of a shell e.g. flaky  

Mineral Text 16 The scientific or common name of a rock or mineral 
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THE TOOLBAR 

 

The following definitions apply to the customised buttons on the Artefacts Screen (in the tan-
shaded area). Note that the same buttons also appear on main Access toolbar, but serve a 
different function.    

For example, the  button on the Access toolbar will print the on-screen view of the Individuals 
Register.  The same button on the Individuals Register toolbar prints a customised report of the 
same data, formatted to fit on an A4-page. 

Each button on the Artefacts Screen is described in detail below. 

 Go to the first record 

 Go to the previous record 

 Go to the next record 

 Go to the last record 

 
Search for a Catalogue Number, regardless of which field the cursor is currently placed in.  
Use the same button on the main Access toolbar to search any field (see p. 44) 

 Lock the record to prevent editing and deletion of records2 

 Unlock the record to allow editing and deletion of records 

 
Pastes the Currently Selected text (with the most recent Selection date) from the Artefact 
Copy Board (see p. 29) 

 
Edit the Currently Selected text, or make a new selection from the Artefact Copy Board 
(see p. 29) 

 View an image of the artefact, where available (see p. 54) 

 Print a customised report for the current artefact (see p. 36) 

  
Go to the Artefact Notepad, a centralised place to make a note about any cataloguing term 
(see p. 42) 

 Change the Selected Site (see p. 11) 

 Close the Artefacts Screen 

 

                                                      

2  By default, all records are locked when you first open the Artefacts Screen to prevent accidental deletions. 
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ELEMENTS OF THE ARTEFACTS SCREEN 

The Artefacts Screen presents the raw cataloguing data (the white text boxes) and useful 
information derived from other sources (the tan-coloured sub-forms). 

The context sub-form, showing the Building Code and Building Area (‘Glou 097’: Yard – 
cesspit’), a description of the stratigraphic unit (‘Fill cesspit’), the Master Context into which the 
Unit (‘C065’) has been grouped (MC: C056), and the phases to which that Unit has been dated 
(i.e. Phase 5 (c1851–c1880): 

 

 
Double-click anywhere in the sub-
form to view this Context record (i.e. 
C065). 

 
The type-series sub-form, showing a description of the Type (i.e. TP Earthenware Blue 84) with 
additional details of the colour and/or pattern as they appear in the Type Series list:  

 

Double-click anywhere in the sub-
form, or the white Type Series boxes, 
to view the Type Series screen 

OTHER ARTEFACTS IN THE TYPE SERIES 

This first tab at the base of the Artefacts Screen presents a list of all other artefacts from the 
Current Site’s assemblage that have been allocated to the same Type (i.e. TP Earthenware Blue 
84) as the current artefacts.  This allows a quick guide to how common the artefact is across the 
site. 

 

To sort the list, place the cursor in the relevant field and click  or  on the main Access 
toolbar.  

To filter for a particular artefact variable, highlight the relevant text and click  on the main 
Access toolbar. (See p. 46 for more details about filtering.) 
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Notes 

 When you sort or filter the Type Series list for one Artefact, the changes will apply to all 
artefacts on the screen as long as the screen remains opened.   

 To remove a filter form the Type Series list, but not the main Artefact Screen, place the 
cursor anywhere on the list and click .   

BONE, SHELL AND ORGANIC ARTEFACTS 

The fields for bone, shell and organic artefacts are located on the second grey tab on the bottom 
half of the Artefacts Screen. You can search and filter these fields in the same way you can search 
and filter on the main part of the screen.  

 

MAKERS 

If the manufacturer and/or distributor of an artefact can be identified from unique patterns or 
markings on the sherd, these details are recorded on the Makers tab at the bottom of the 
Artefacts Screen.  In the example below, the bottle (CUGL59582) was made by the York City 
Bottle Co. for a Sydney-based chemist, Frank Senior. 
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These fields contains a unique number that looks-up the ListOfMakers table which stores brief 
information about the company’s location, dates of operation and the kind of products it made.   

To add a maker’s or distributor’s name, add more information to an existing listing or search the 
full list, double-click on either box.  If a maker or distributor is already listed, you will be taken 
straight to that point on the list. 

You must make sure that you allocate ‘M’ for maker or ‘D’ to each company name. Only those 
names listed as ‘D’ will appear in the drop down list for distributors and only those marked ‘M’ 
will appear in the Maker’s drop-down list. 

Tip 

If you’re having trouble searching for text in either of these fields, make sure you’ve selected 
‘Search Fields as Formatted’.   

IMAGES 

A list of all images for a particular artefact is provided on the fourth tab at the bottom of the 
Artefacts Screen.  The record of each filename is stored in the Images table, and can be edited on 
the main Artefact screen.  New images can also be entered from this screen. The Catalogue 
Number and Site name will appear automatically. 

See p. 54 for more information on Images. 
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CONSERVATION 

Fields for conservation and condition were carried over from the Lilyvale and FGH catalogues. 
Although only a few records contained data, the fields were retained for future use. 

 

LOANS AND OBJECT REMOVAL RECORDS 

In order to track the many artefacts on display in museums and on loan, it was necessary to 
develop an object removal system for the artefacts in the database.  This appears on the sixth tab 
of the Artefacts Screen. 

 

Field Definitions 

Below are definitions for all fields on the Object Removal tab, as they appear the main 
‘ObjectRemovalRecord’ table.   

Name Type Size Description 

CatalogueNumber Text 50 Catalogue Number of the artefact to be loaned. 

BoxNo Text 50 Box No. as listed on a pre-existing Object Removal Card (where 
available). Not required for new object removal records generated from 
the database record. 

Description Text 255 The description as made on a pre-existing Object Removal Card (where 
available). A description is not required for new object removal records 
generated from the database record. 
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Name Type Size Description 

RemovalDate Date/Time 8 The date the artefact was removed for loan. 

RemovalReason Text 255 The reason the artefact was removed for loan (e.g. this may be the name 
of an exhibition, or public program). 

AuthorisingOfficer Text 50 The person authorised to approve the loan. 

ExpectedReturnDate Text 255 The date on which the artefact is likely to be returned. This must be 
completed for all loans. Give an estimate if a precise date is not known. 

ReturnDate Date/Time 8 The actual date on which the artefact was returned. 

ReturnedBy Text 50 The person responsible for returning the artefact to its Box. 

Condition Text 255 The condition of the artefact at the time of the loan. 

Notes Memo - General notes about the loan. 

ReturnedToBox Yes/No 1 Check box to be ticked only when the object has been returned to the 
box. (This may occur a few days or weeks after the official 'return date'.) 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 Date on which the Object Removal Record was created. 

EnteredBy Text 255 The log-on name of the person who created the Object Removal 
Record. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 Date on which the Object Removal Record was last modified. 

UpdatedBy Text 255 The log-on name of the person who last modified the Object Removal 
Record. 

 

Using the Screen  

The details of each occasion on which the artefact was loaned appears on its own page and can be 
accessed using the navigations buttons: . 

A new record should be created each time an artefact is loaned.  Not only is it useful for recalling 
specific artefacts (e.g. the pipe used in the last exhibition), but provides a useful history of how 
many times the artefact has been exposed to the wear and tear of transportation and/or display. 

The Removal Date and Authorising Officer fields are both compulsory and you cannot save the 
record until these fields have been completed.  
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To view the object removal record on a larger screen, clicking  will take you to this screen: 

 

Double-click anywhere on the shaded parts of the screen to view all Object Removal Records.  
(By default, the cursor will move to the Object Removal Record you are already looking at.) 

To print-out a record of the loan to place in the artefact bag or box, use following buttons: 

 To preview the report before printing, or 

 To print the report without a preview. 
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The report looks like this: 
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QUALITY REVIEW 

The EAMC Archaeology Database contains a feature to document a Quality Review of a catalogue 
in-progress.  Notes, problems and an overall assessment of the record can be found on the 
Quality Review tab: 

 

RECORD ADMINISTRATION 

Administrative fields relating to the maintenance of the database record for each artefact are 
stored on the last tab at the bottom of the Artefacts Screen.   
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MINIMUM VESSEL COUNTS 

The EAMC Archaeology Database features a system of recording Minimum Vessel Counts (MVC) 
across single-unit contexts that allows MVCs to be evaluated against multiple artefact variables, 
and documents the reasoning behind each MVC for the benefit of future users.  Each artefact is 
allocated a MNV Qty and, if the count is ‘0’, it is referenced to another sherd which we consider 
probably came from the same vessel. This allows flexibility in analysis, because the numbers can be 
re-queried at any time, where a static count based on one variable (e.g. function) cannot be 
transferred to others (e.g. decoration).  

The MVC data is recorded on the left-hand side of the Artefacts Screen.  

  

CUGL74016 was selected as the MNV ID 
because there were more unique rim 
profiles of Willow-ware vessels than base 
or body sherds in the cesspit fill of 97 
Gloucester Street. 

CUGL74022 is a Willow-ware body sherd 
from 97 Gloucester Street. While it 
appears to be from a finer vessel than 
74016, the differences were not significant 
enough to warrant counting another vessel 
and 74022 was allocated to the MVC count 
of 74016. 

 

Tips 

 Double click the MNV ID field to paste the current ID Number and Qty: 1 in the MNV fields. 

 Small miscellaneous sherds may be allocated a MNV ID of ‘0’ if they are too small to warrant 
comparison with larger sherds. 

 Use the ‘To Check’ button to keep track of which artefacts need to be physically examined 
to prepared the minimum vessel counts, and the ‘Verified’ checkbox to keep track of those 
that have been examined. (Vessels that are 100% complete generally don’t require checking.) 
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CONJOINS 

When two sherds from different contexts conjoin to form a single element, the join is recorded 
in the database via the Vessel ID Number. The conjoin or vessel data is recorded on the left-hand 
side of the Artefacts Screen, below the MNV fields.  

 

Each conjoin is allocated a unique identification number, and given a brief description.  You can 
select a Vessel No. from the drop-down box. 
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Double-click the CJ ID field to view the Vessel record, or add a new Vessel in the Vessels Screen:  
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MATCHING SETS 

The EAMC database contains fields to record matching sets: cases where individual vessels in each 
assemblage (mostly ceramic) were found to have the precise same pattern, fabric or style as other 
vessels in the assemblage.  While for some unique items the Type Series allocation is a clear 
indicator of matching set, for others the MS ID is necessary to confirm that both sherds had been 
examined together and they were not just similar, but a precise match. 

A unique number (‘MatchingSetID’) is allocated to each record considered to be a match, and the 
nature of their similarity noted (‘MatchingSetType’):  

M (‘Matching’) If each vessel shared the same maker’s mark or a unique pattern variation 
or fabric, they were considered to be Matching.   

C (‘Complementary’) Shared patterns (e.g. Willow, Chantilly) or arrangements (e.g. grape-vine 
sprigs) with slight variation in fabric, colour or fineness, were recorded as 
‘Complementary’.  

CC (‘Complementary 
– Common’) 

Unmarked pieces of the most common patterns (e.g. Willow) that do 
form a set, but were probably made by various manufacturers and 
purchased piecemeal.   

Each Matching Set within the one context (or Master Context, see p. 59) is allocated a unique 
identification number, and given a brief description.  There may be multiple matching sets of a 
similar pattern across a number of contexts or houses.  There may even be multiple sets of the 
same pattern within the one deposit if it recognised that there are two distinction variations of 
say, the Willow pattern, that form matching sets within the one deposit. 
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The Matching Set fields are on the left-hand side of the Artefacts Screen, to the right of the 
Conjoined Vessel fields.  You can select a Matching Set No. from the drop-down box: 
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Double-click the MS ID field to view the Matching Set record, or add a new Matching Set in the 
Matching Set Screen: 
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EDITING AN EXISTING ARTEFACT RECORD 

Unlocking the Artefacts Screen 

By default the data on the Artefacts Screen is locked to prevent accidental alteration or deletion 
of the artefact records.  To unlock the Screen to enable editing and deletions, click the  
button.  To relock the form after a change, click . 

Recording alterations  

Whenever you alter an artefact record to correct an error or add new information not available 
at the time of cataloguing, you must make a note of the change in the Record Admin field on the 
Record Admin tab.  This helps prevent confusion when future users discover discrepancies 
between descriptions of the artefact in other printed media (e.g. a cataloguing report or a 
catalogue print-out) and the database. 

 

Every time you make a change to an artefact record, the date and user’s log-on name will 
automatically appear in the DateUpdated and Updated by fields, regardless of how trivial the 
change.  Only the most recent data and user’s name will be recorded in these fields.  
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SINGLE ARTEFACT PRINT-OUT 

To print a customised report for the current artefact, click  on the Artefacts Screen toolbar.  
A Preview of the report will appear, which you can check before sending the item to the printer.  
The form is design to fit on an A5 sheet, but lengthy records may trail over to the second half of 
the page. 

If Images are attached the record, it may take 10 or 20 seconds to load. 
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ADDING NEW ARTEFACTS 

There are two ways to add new records for additional Artefacts: 

1. To add one record at a time, in the main Artefacts Screen, click the  button on the record 
navigation bar at the bottom of the Screen: .   
By default, the next number in the catalogue for the selected site will appear. 

2. Add a batch of new artefact numbers, using the Add New Artefacts Screen (accessed from 
the Main Switchboard):  

 

By default, the Current Site and the next number in the catalogue for the Current Site will 
appear on the form.  You can only add artefacts to the catalogue of the selected Current Site. 

Simply type the criteria for the batch of records (or select from drop-down lists) and enter 
the number of new bags to create in ‘No. artefacts to add’. Then click, ‘Add new artefacts’.   

You can enter as much or as little specific data as you like. The mandatory fields are the ID 
and Site numbers.  

It is recommended the Main Artefacts Screen be closed when adding new records.  They will 
not appear on the Screen until it is re-opened. 
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SPLITTING ‘BULK’ BAGS 

Many catalogues in the collections reviewed by the EAMC project were recorded to a preliminary 
level only.  Large numbers of sherds were left in ‘bulk bags’.  When the time comes to split these 
bags, it is important to keep a record of the original catalogue number to prevent future 
confusion that may arise from differences between the database and original catalogue print-outs 
or reports.   

The original Catalogue ID number is stored in the ‘Split From’ field on the Record Admin tab and 
a note should be made on the record of the split bag. 

 

 
Use the ‘Add new artefacts’ screen to add batches of new numbers for split bags (see p. 36).  The 
example below shows the criteria required for splitting a bulk bag of olive green, beer/wine 
sherds from B101 into 25 new bags.   
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COPYING FROM THE ARTEFACTS COPY BOARD 

When preparing detailed catalogues for large urban assemblages that detect and record minor 
differences in sherds, archaeologists often find themselves creating a sequence of 10, 20, 30 or 
100 records containing very similar information.  Willow sherds come to mind.  While they may 
all share the same context, box number and pattern and decoration method (‘Willow’, ‘Transfer-
printed’), and most share the same colour, type series and ceramic fabric (‘Blue’, ‘TP Earthenware 
Blue 2’, ‘Fine Earthenware’) they are each allocated a new record to distinguish their variable 
vessel forms, profiles or base marks.   

Rather than retype the same nine pieces of data for each record, you can copy this information 
from the Artefacts Copy Board.  

The Artefacts Clipboard contains set pages of pre-determined cataloguing data for the most 
common artefact types: ‘Willow’, ‘Misc Blue TP’, ‘Beer/Wine’, ‘Gin/Schnapps’.  Here is the Copy 
Board page for Willow: 

 

 

You can create as many pre-determined data sets as you need and each can be given a brief name 
to help retain the options in order.  

The Copy Boards can be edited at any time to suit the needs of the cataloguing task at hand. 

To review and edit the Copy Board text, click  on the Artefacts Screen toolbar. 

To select the current option on the Copy Board, click the Current Selection check box. 
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To paste the Currently Selected text onto you artefact record, click  on the Artefacts Screen 
toolbar.  This will paste the Copy Board option with the most recent Selection data. 

If you paste the text in error, click the Undo button on the main Access toolbar or press Esc on 
the keyboard to undo the changes. 

Record before pasting Copy Board text: 
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After clicking  on the Artefacts Screen: 

 

Warning! 

You must be vigilant about checking the data on the clipboard before pasting.  The Copy Board is 
designed to save data-entry duplication, but as a semi-automated system, can lead to mistakes if 
not regularly checked and double-checked.  

If you have made an error, press ESC immediately.  Once the record is saved the changes cannot 
be undone. 
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THE ARTEFACT NOTEPAD 

The Artefact Notepad is a centralised place to make and search notes about any cataloguing term, 
for any artefact class.  It is a useful tool to record information about less common terms pertinent 
only to a handful of artefacts, that can be easily searched using the Ctrl+F keys. This is a good 
alternative to keeping multiple notes in Word documents, or a paper notebook. 

To add a note, click the  button on the Artefacts Screen toolbar, and  to create a new 
record. 

 

To search notes, place the cursor in the Type Name or Description field and press Ctrl+F or 
click the  button on the main Access toolbar: 

To record citations made in the Notepad, there is an in-built bibliography recorder in the 
database.  
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To access the Bibliography screen, click   on the Notepad toolbar. 
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S E A R C H I N G  F O R  A R T E F A C T S   

You can search for an artefact from the Artefacts Screen using the Find method, or the Filter 
method. 

FINDING ARTEFACTS ON THE ARTEFACTS SCREEN 

To search for a Catalogue Number, click the  button on the Artefacts Screen toolbar. It will 
call up the default MS Access ‘Find and Replace’3 tool, and direct it to look in the Catalogue 
Number field, only.  Make sure to check whether the ‘Match:’ box is set to ‘Whole Field’ or ‘Any 
Part of Field’. 

To search on ‘Whole Field’ you must enter the full catalogue number: 

 

To search ‘Any Part of Field’ you need only type part of the Catalogue Number, e.g. ‘4014’ will 
find ‘CUGL74014’, ‘LV74014’ as well as ‘CUGL04014’, ‘CUGL14014’ etc: 

 

                                                      

3  The Replace tab will not appear when the Screen is locked. 
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To search any other variable, place the cursor in the field (e.g. Activity) and press Ctrl+F or click 
the  button on the main Access toolbar:  

 

 
In all of the above cases, the Find and Replace tool will take you to the first record matching your 
criteria. Click ‘Find Next’ to review the remaining matches.  To limit the Artefacts Screen to a 
selected set of records, use the Filter tool. 
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FILTERING FOR ARTEFACTS ON THE ARTEFACT SCREEN 

If you want to browse back and forth between the records of a group of artefacts (e.g. those from 
the same Context, TS group, Activity), use the in-built MS Access Filter tools to limit the number 
of records on that appear on the Artefacts Screen. 

The easiest way to filter, is to find a record of the variables you are currently interested in, 
highlight the whole field or part there of, and click the ‘Filter by Selection’ button  on the main 
Access toolbar.  If only part of the text in a field is highlighted, the Filter behaves like a ‘Any Part 
of Field’ search. When the whole field is selected, it becomes a ‘Whole Field’ search. 

For example, highlighting  ‘TP Earthenware Blue’ in the TS Name field will return 3,636 records: 
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Selecting only ‘TP Earthenware’ returns 6,446 records and includes ‘TP Earthenware Blue’, ‘TP 
Earthenware Black’, ‘TP Earthenware Green’, etc. 

 

 

The number of filtered records appears at the bottom of the Artefacts Screen. 
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To remove the filter, click .  To review or edit the filter in Query mode, click : 
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KEYWORD AND ADVANCED SEARCHES 

You can also perform a keyword or an advanced search using the customised search page 
accessible from the Main Switchboard.  

 

 
To perform either a keyword or an advanced search, you first need to select the site. Leave 
the box blank if you want to search all sites.  (By default, the Site box is set to the Current Site.)   

For a keyword search, enter either a single word or phrase in the box and click .  This 
will search for the word or phrase in all key descriptive fields in the Artefacts table.  While this 
search is helpful if you are not sure which field your criteria should be in, it can also produce 
numerous unwanted results. For example, a keyword search for ‘button’ will call up tobacco pipes 
with ‘button’ mouthpieces.   

To perform an advanced search for an artefact or group of artefacts, enter your criteria in any 

or all of the 15 boxes and click .  (By default, the site Phases are set to include all Phases, 
i.e. from 0 to 14.) 

You can combine keyword and advanced searches.  For example, search for the keyword 
‘Button’ and Activity: ‘Clothing’, will exclude the tobacco pipes with ‘button’ mouthpieces. 
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The results appear in this format: 

 

To view the Artefact Record for an individual item on the Results page, hover the mouse over the 
Catalogue Number, and click once. (Note this only applies to artefacts from the Currently 
Selected site.) 

To view all records, click .  This will open a copy of the main 
Artefacts Screen that is read only and uneditable.   

Tips  

 Note that each catalogue in the database used a slightly different system. For example ‘Button’ 
appears in the Function field for the FGH catalogues, in the Subfunction field for Cumberland 
and Gloucester Streets site, Lilyvale and Paddy’s Markets.  Use the keyword search to be 
sure. 

 Both the advanced and keyword searches will find criteria in any part of the specified field, i.e. 
‘Unid’ will find all artefacts with the Activity ‘Unidentified’, ‘Unidentifiable’ etc.   
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C O N T E X T S  

Context data was derived from on-site Context Sheets, or summaries of contexts in trench 
reports.  Priority was given to listing stratigraphic contexts that contain artefact deposits.  In 
almost all sites, these are the most detailed records that appear in the Contexts table of the 
EAMC database.   

The Contexts Screen can be accessed from the main switchboard. 
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FIELD DEFINITIONS 

The Context table was created for the EAMC Archaeology Database, based on the Context 
Sheets and other original records from all sites.  Some fields only contain data for  

Name Type Size Description 

Site Text 255 Site code 

MasterContext Text 255 Overarching Context Number allocated to a group of stratigraphic contexts or 
Units deposited as part of the same event, but excavated separately (added by 
EAMC, 2002) 

Unit Text 50 Trench or area number of the stratigraphic context or feature 

UnitArea Text 255 Specific unit number of the stratigraphic context or feature 

UnitandArea Text 255 Full unit code including Trench and Unit Number, and Site if required to 
distinguish from other contexts. 

UnitCode Text 255 Unique code incorporating Site and Unit number 

AreaAlph Text 4 Alpha reference of square for gridded occupation deposits, e.g. 'A' for square 'A1' 

AreaNo Text 4 Numerical reference of square for gridded occupation deposits, e.g. '1' for square 
'A1' 

Spit Long Integer 4 Spit number, where relevant 

ContextType1 Text 255 The broad category of strata, e.g. 'Fill', 'Service feature', 'Structural element' 

ContextType2 Text 255 The specific kind of context e.g. 'Fill - cesspit', 'Service feature - drain', etc 

BldgPhase Text 255 Phase to which the building, if not the context, belongs 

BldgCode Text 255 Code of the building with which this Unit is associated. 

BldgCodeNotes Text 255 Additional notes about the Bldg Code, where necessary 

BldgArea Text 255 The Area of the Building in which this Unit or feature was revealed 

Location Text 255 The part of the site where this Unit or feature was revealed. This is designed to 
allow for Units or features revealed in the locale of a building bu could not be 
associated with the Building itself (i.e. it may have been earlier or later). 

Description Text 255 Brief description of context 

Notes Memo - More detailed notes about the Unit. 

ExcavationPhase Text 255 Phase of the site's excavation during which the context was dug (primarily for FGH 
records only) 

ExcavatedBy Text 255 Name of the excavator, where known 

ExcavatedDate Date/Time 8 Date excavation began, where known 

Below Text 50 The Unit above the current Unit, i.e. the current Unit is Below Unit X 

Above Text 50 The Unit below the current Unit, i.e. the current Unit is Above Unit X 

SameAs Text 50 Other Units identified during excavation to be the same as the current Unit. 

Disturbed Yes/No 1 Whether or not the Unit or feature has been disturbed by later deposition (Added 
by the EAMC.) 

ConjoinsWith Text 255 Other Units identified as containing sherds that conjoin with artefacts in the 
current Unit. 

Priority1 Long Integer 4 Priority for detailed cataloguing as identified for the CUGL assemblage. (For the 
CUGL catalogue only.) 

Priority2 Long Integer 4 Priority for detailed cataloguing as identified for the CUGL assemblage. (For the 
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Name Type Size Description 
CUGL catalogue only.) 

Phase1 Long Integer 4 The earliest Site Phase in which the Unit or feature may have been created 

Phase2 Long Integer 4 The latest Site Phase in which the Unit or feature may have been created 

PhaseNotes Text 255 Notes about the phasing of the Unit or feature. 

MinDate Text 255 TPQ, or the earliest minimum year in which the Unit or feature may have been 
created, as determined by the artefact with the latest minimum manufacture date 

MinDateNotes Text 255 Notes regarding the determination of the TPQ. 

MaxDate Text 255 TAQ, or the latest maximum year in which the Unit or feature may have been 
created, usually determined by the minimum date of the strata above this Unit. 

MaxDateNotes Text 255 Notes regarding the determination of the TAQ. 

DateNotes Text 50 General notes about dating the Unit or feature. 

Volume Double 8 Volume of the Unit, if provided on the Context Sheet. 

Reference Text 255 Bibliographic reference for the Unit or feature. 

Plans Text 255 Plans showing the Unit or feature. 

EnteredBy Text 255 The log-on name of the person who created the record. 

DateEntered Date/Time 8 The date the database record was created. 

UpdatedBy Text 255 The log-on name of the person who modified the record while using the Contexts 
Form. 

DateUpdated Date/Time 8 The last date on which any field in this record was modified while using the 
Contexts Form. 

Colour Text 255 Colour of the deposit (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context sheets) 

Texture Text 255 Texture of the deposit (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context sheets) 

Moisture Text 255 Moisture level of the deposit (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context 
sheets) 

Components Text 255 Components within the deposit (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context 
sheets) 

Length Text 255 Length of the deposit or feature (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context 
sheets) 

Width Text 255 Width of the deposit or feature (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context 
sheets) 

Diameter Text 255 Diameter of the deposit or feature (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV context 
sheets) 

HeightOrDepth Text 255 Height or depth of the deposit or feature (Added 17 July 02 to accommodate LV 
context sheets) 
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THE TOOLBAR 

 

Each button on the Contexts Screen is described in detail below. 

 Go to the first record 

 Go to the previous record 

 Go to the next record 

 Go to the last record 

 Change the Selected Site (see p. 11) 

 Print out a customised report for the current context (see p. 58) 

 Close the Contexts Screen 

ELEMENTS OF THE CONTEXTS SCREEN 

The Contexts Screen contains basic descriptive information about each Context or Unit, as 
transcribed from the on-site Context sheets, or detailed listings in trench reports.   

The Stratigraphic Relationships tabs 

Relationships between contexts can be viewed on the Stratigraphic Relationships tab.  Please note 
that while conjoin relationships between strata have been entered for most sites, standard 
stratigraphic relationships (i.e. Above, Below, Cut by) have only been recorded for select contexts 
(e.g. the Lilyvale context sheets), or where that data was readily available. 

The Stratigraphic Relationships tab provides a summary of the relationship between the deposits 
and a brief description of the related context: 
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To add or edit an existing relationship, use the ‘Edit Relationships’ tab: 

 

The Artefact List 

The Artefact List tab presents a detailed list of all artefacts in each context.   

 

To view the record for any of the Artefacts in the list, click the  button next to each artefact. 

To sort the list, place the cursor in the relevant field and click,  or  on the main Access 
toolbar.  

To filter for a particular artefact variable, highlight the relevant text and click  on the main 
Access toolbar. (See p. 46 for more information about filtering.) 

Notes 

 When you sort or filter the Artefact List for one Context, the changes will apply to all 
Contexts on the screen while that screen remains open.   

 To remove a filter from the Artefact List, but not the main Context Screen, place the cursor 
anywhere on the list and click .   
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Detailed Description 

The ‘Detailed Description’ tab shows specialised fields for describing stratigraphic contexts as 
they appear in original excavation records.  While such data were not completed for any of the 
original context sheets selected for detailed recording in the EAMC Archaeology Database, the 
fields have been retained for future use. 

 

Excavation Details 

The ‘Excavation Details’ tab records the name of the Excavator and initial date of excavation, 
where known, as they appear on the original context sheet.  References to the trench reports, 
note book and site plans may also be recorded on this tab. 
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Building Occupants and Owners 

The ‘Building Occupants’ tab lists all Individuals from the People+Place occupancy database known 
to have lived in or owned to the Building with which this Context is associated.  Note that the list 
refers to all owners and occupants and the Context in question may only be associated with one 
or two Individuals.  

 

Occupancy lists do not exist for the FGH site.   

To view more information about these Individuals or edit the occupancy records, click on the 
text at the bottom of the tab or the    button on the top right hand corner of the Main Access 
toolbar to open the People+Place database. 

RECORD ADMINISTRATION 

Administrative fields relating to the maintenance of the database record for each Context are 
stored on the last tab at the bottom of the Contexts Screen.   
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Single Context Print-out 

To print a customised report for the current context, click  on the Contexts Screen toolbar.  
A Preview of the report will appear, which you can check before sending the item to the printer.  
The form is design to fit on an A5 sheet, but lengthy records may trail over to the second half of 
the page. 
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MASTER CONTEXTS 

All artefacts are sorted, bagged and recorded according to the specific stratigraphic unit in which 
they were recovered, regardless of whether that deposit is connected to units identified in other 
trenches, or other strata.  Because excavation is necessarily cautious, many deposits are 
excavated in even smaller units to ensure that subtle differences in the stratigraphy are not 
overlooked.  This can complicate the task of assemblage analysis because many artefacts that were 
actually deposited during the same event appear to be from different strata within the database.   

To reunite these elements to the single deposit or structure they once were, the EAMC database 
holds a tier of stratigraphic data that sits above the allocated Context information (‘Unit’) which 
can re-group artefacts with their deposition context in a way that would not supersede the Unit 
information recorded for each artefact.  This is called the Master Context (‘MC’).   

For example, the cesspit fill in B293 (5 Carahers Lane) was recovered in 5 spits: B294, B360, 
B364, B374 and B386.  On the Context screen all units have been allocated to the one Master 
Context: B294.  The Artefact table remains unchanged, but by linking the Artefact and Context 
tables in the database, artefact frequencies can be calculated for MC B294, or the original context 
B294, on their own.  Screens with full artefact listings for both Contexts and Master Contexts can 
also be viewed in the EAMC Archaeology Database. 

To avoid creating a new independent series of numbers to learn (e.g. numbering all master 
contexts from No. 1 onward), we recommend that one Context number be selected as the title 
for the MC. The number allocation for MCs created during the EAMC project4 was largely 
arbitrary, although an effort was made to use either the first or most prominent deposit in the 
group. 

The Master Contexts Screen  

Access to the Master Context screen is provided from the Contexts Screen. Click on the grey 
box next to the Master Context field: . 

The Master Contexts Screen contains most of the features of the Contexts Screen, including an 
Artefact List.  This Artefact List contains a Minimum Vessel Count tally for the Master Context. 

                                                      

4  Not all Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site deposits have been allocated a Master Context.  A full list of all 
allocated MCs is stored in the ‘MasterContexts’ table. 
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To view the record for any of the artefacts in the list, click the  button next to each artefact. 

A brief record for each Context in the Master Context is presented in the top right hand corner 
of the screen. Use the navigation buttons  to view each 
record. 

Notes 

A context can only be added to a Master Context from the Context Screen. 
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I M A G E S  

The EAMC Archaeology database links to over 5,000 images of artefacts stored therein.  

One of the primary tasks of the EAMC project was to photograph the Type Series of the 
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site collection.  

Additional photographs were taken of a selection of significant artefacts from the FGH collection.  
A small number of photographs of artefacts in the FGH collection were taken during unrelated 
projects. The Museum of Sydney has provided access to these and they are included in the 
database. 

THE IMAGE SCREEN 

The Image Screen can be accessed from the Main Switchboard. 
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The Image Screen shows all the records of artefacts for which an image file is recorded in the 
database.  The primary recording fields for each artefact are listed on the right side of the screen. 
This allows users to search for any variable, be it ‘Willow’, ‘Blue’, ‘Base’ or the Catalogue or 
Context Number.  

Each image is shown on its own screen, in filename order. 

SELECTING THE LOCATION OF THE IMAGE FOLDER 

All images accessed by the EAMC Archaeology database are stored in a separate folder and users 
can choose to load the images on their hard drive, or access them from a CD rom.   

By default, the database is set to c:\eamc\archaeology\images.   

The current selection for the location of the image folder appears on the bottom right-hand side 
of the images screen: 

 

To change the location of the Images Folder, double-click on the file path, and the following 
screen will appear: 

 

To change to the CD-rom drive, select the file path from list. Otherwise, type in a unique file 
path, making sure there are no spelling errors and that there is no back-slash (‘\’) at the end of the 
path. 

Tip 

 The Images screen sorts the filename alphabetically, so it is best to name the best or most 
representative view of the artefact with the lowest distinguishing character or number i.e. 
‘CUGL74000a.jpg’ is the first image you will be see, so it is best if it is an overview shot, and 
the detailed views are numbered ‘CUGL74000b.jpg’, etc. 
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If the following appears when you click OK, there is an error with the folder or the file path you 
entered: 

 

ADDING IMAGES 

To add a new image to an artefact record, do so from the main Artefacts Screen.  (See p. 23 for 
details.)  Once the record has been created, remember to move the image to the Images folder. 

NAMING IMAGES 

There are no limits to the manner in which an image file is named.  As long as the name is typed 
correctly on the Images screen, and the file has been moved to a designated image folder, it will 
appear in the database.  Because no two files of the same name can be stored in a single folder, 
each filename must be unique. 

We recommend image files are named in the following format: the Catalogue Number followed 
by distinguishing characters, e.g. ‘CUGL74000a.jpg’, ‘CUGL74000b.jpg’, ‘CUGL74000c.jpg’ etc. 
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T Y P E  S E R I E S  

The Type Series screen can be accessed from the Main Switchboard, or from the Artefacts Screen 
(see p. 21).   

 

By default, the Type Series screen only shows the Type Series records for the currently selected 
site.  
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To view available images for artefacts allocated this Type Name, click  and the following 
screen will appear: 

 

Use the  and  buttons to scroll through the examples of that Type. 

If the Screen appears blank, there are no images available for that Type. 

The  button takes you to a complete list of Type Series Names and Numbers for all sites.  This 
can be helpful if you can’t find a Type Number within the chosen Type Series.   
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Use the  button on the main Access toolbar or Ctrl+F on the keyboard to search for key 
terms.  
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P R I N T - O U T S  

The Print-outs option on the Main Switchboard provides access to a range of layouts suitable for 
printing. 
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SINGLE ARTEFACT PRINT-OUT 

This prints a customised report for a single artefact, provided the Catalogue Number is known. 
Simply type the Catalogue Number into the prompt: 

 

and a Preview of the following report will appear: 

 

The form is design to fit on an A5 sheet, but can be printed an A4 landscape page. It can also be 
printed from the Artefacts Screen (see p. 36). 
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FULL CATALOGUE LIST 

The Full Catalogue List opens to the Currently Selected site by default. It may take several 
minutes to load for sites with large assemblages.  It prints all variables recorded for each artefact. 
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BRIEF CATALOGUE LIST 

The Brief Catalogue List prints the key variables recorded for each artefact, sorted by Box 
Number. 
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BAG LABELS 

The EAMC Archaeology database has two formats for printing adhesive labels for artefacts bags:  

 Avery L7163: 99.1 x 38.1mm, 14 labels per A4 sheet; and  

 DL: 105 x 37.1mm, 16 labels per A4 sheet. 

Two artefact labels fit on each address label, and should be cut into strips after printing.  

To print a batch of labels, select ‘Bag Labels’ in the relevant format from the Print-out menu, and 
when prompted, enter the first and last ID Number (not Catalogue Number) of the batch you 
need to print: 

   

 

By default, you can only print labels for the currently selected site. 
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SINGLE CONTEXT  PRINT-OUT 

This prints a customised report for a single context, provided the Context number is known. 
Simply type the Context number into the prompt: 

 

And a Preview of the following report will appear: 
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FULL CONTEXT LIST 

The Full Context List opens to the Currently Selected site by default. It may take several minutes 
to load. 
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